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The Model T 

In the 1900s purchasing a care was as cheap as a Wii today.  Henry Ford was the great 

inventor of the model t.  He started the work on the car by designing the engine.  After a long 

time of designing, he did it!  Over the many years the motor car professed and became nicer.  It 

seems that we have gotten as far as we can with a gas powered car.  The model t is very different 

from the modern car we have today because of the way they were built, didn’t have safety 

requirements, and completely different extra features. 

 The build of the model t is not like the nice fancy cars we have now.  In an internet 

article, “Difference Between Model ts & Modern Cars today”, by Lisa Florey, it says, “There 

were nine different body styles of the model t – all of which could be built on one chassis.” 

(eHow.com).  The model t was the first car built, and it could have many different types of body 

styles all built on the same chassis or frame.  The cars we have today also have different body 

types but the frames types vary for different cars.  The web article, “Henry Ford the Creator of 

the Assembly Line” by Jake says, “It only was about $200.00 which even in 1924 was 

inexpensive.”  (kyrene.org) One of the cheapest cars in the early 1900s was the model t car.  Not 

like earlier times cars are now quite expensive due to the different materials that are used.  The 

way the model t was built is not the only thing that changed, the safety elements has as well. 

 The safety features on the modern cars are not like the model t.  A web article called 

“Differences Between Model ts & Modern Cars today” by Lisa Florey states, “Items like seat 



belts, air bags and anti-lock brakes did not exist in the early 1900s.”  (eHow.com).  Model ts did 

not have these protective items in the beginning of the car’s life.  Those features are now in our 

cars for our safety and protection while on the roads.  In the same web story, “Differences 

Between Model ts & Modern Cars today” by Lisa Florey, it is said “If you were caught holding 

the crank the wrong way when it inevitably jerked, you could wrench or break your arm 

(eHow.com).  To start the old clunker you had to use a crank when they first designed it, which 

could be very dangerous.  Now cars have electric start which makes it way easier and safer to 

star the car.  Having safety features is very important, but those extra features can be really nice. 

 The model ts extra highlights are nothing compared to modern cars. In the web site, 

“Differences Between Model ts & Modern Cars today” by Lisa Florey, it says;  “The Model t’s 

fuel tank only had nine gallons of gasoline, and to fill the tank, the driver had to get out of the car 

and lift the front seat to access the tank” (eHow.com).  Filling the model t up with gas was a 

great anoyence.  We now have those extra features like not having to get out, lift the seat and 

then fill up.  In the internet article called “Differences Between Model ts & Modern Cars today” 

by Lisa Florey, it told you that the model t didn’t have any fluid pumps, “Therefore, it did not 

have corresponding gauges on the dashboard” (eHow.com).  The model t didn’t have any gauges 

to tell you how much fluid you have left.  We now have those pumps and gauges to make the 

driving experience more comfortable. 

 Cars at this day and age are completely different from the model t because of the way 

they were built; they didn’t have the same safety features, and also extra features.  Just like the 

model ts, cars have different styles, but the modern cars have different frames for each car 

design.  The newer cars have many safety features that protect our lives, and the model t had 

very little extra features compared to cars now. 


